2024
STUDENT LIFE
Sorority and Fraternity Life Awards
William H. Hall Chapter of the Year

IFC Winner: Sigma Phi Epsilon
MGC Winner: Lambda Phi Epsilon International Fraternity, Inc.
NPHC Winner: Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
PHA Winner: Tri Delta

Conaway-Chase Award: Member of the Year

NPHC Winner: Mayalin Ford (Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.)
PHA Winner: Lana Saqer (Tri Delta)

Ross-Gainer Award: Member of the Year

IFC Winner: Christopher Higby (Sigma Phi Epsilon)
MGC Winner: Dante Le (Lambda Phi Epsilon International Fraternity, Inc.)

Time and Change

IFC Winner: Ethan DeVelvis (Tau Epsilon Phi)
IFC Winner: Steven Egnaczyk (Triangle)
MGC Winner: Melva Tacuri Vera (Alpha Psi Lambda National, Inc.)
NPHC Winner: Mya Garrison (Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.)
NPHC Winner: Nia Tilford (Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.)
PHA Winner: Kaitlyn Nock (Chi Omega)
PHA Winner: Kacie Pappas (Gamma Phi Beta)
PHA Winner: Amanda Burgei (Kappa Alpha Theta)
PHA Winner: Eve Coe (Kappa Alpha Theta)
Most Improved Chapter

IFC Winner: Delta Sigma Phi
MGC Winner: Delta Phi Omega Sorority, Inc.
NPHC Winner: Delta Sigma Theta
NPHC Winner: Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.

Excellence in Harm Reduction

IFC Winner: Sigma Phi Epsilon
NPHC Winner: Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
PHA Winner: Alpha Sigma Upsilon

Excellence in Membership Development

IFC Winner: Sigma Phi Epsilon
MGC Winner: Alpha Psi Lambda National, Inc.
NPHC Winner: Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
PHA Winner: Tri Delta

Inclusive Excellence

MGC Winner: Delta Phi Omega Sorority, Inc.
NPHC Winner: Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
PHA Winner: Gamma Phi Beta
PHA Winner: Kappa Alpha Theta
Outstanding Harm Reduction Program

IFC Winner: Sigma Phi Epsilon (Sigma Phi Epsilon Risk Management)
NPHC Winner: Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. (Spidey Self-Defense)
NPHC Winner: Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. (Thirsty Thursday)
PHA Winner: Alpha Phi (AOD and Nutrition SOE)
PHA Winner: Alpha Epsilon Phi (BirdieLight Information Session)
Rosemary Mullaghy, Alpha Gamma Delta and College of Pharmacy (Improving Access to and Utilization of Harm Reduction Tools via a 'Harm Reduction Tool Kit')

Outstanding Membership Development

NPHC Winner: Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. (Sis, Are You Good?)
PHA Winner: Alpha Gamma Delta (Interviewing & Salary Negotiations)
PHA Winner: Pi Beta Phi (Heart Boss "How to lead with Your Heart and Shed Your Shoulds" by Reagan Walsh)

Outstanding Inclusive Excellence Program

MGC Winner: Alpha Psi Lambda National, Inc. (Voices Unheard Townhall)
MGC Winner: Delta Phi Lambda Sorority, Inc. (Anti-Asian Hate Risk Reduction)
NPHC Winner: Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. (Blutiful: I Love My Hair)
PHA Winner: Pi Beta Phi (How to better understand Hillel and the OSU Jewish Community by OSU Hillel)
Excellence in Innovation

IFC Winner: Farmhouse (Farmhouse-ATZ Christmas Dinner)
MGC Winner: Alpha Psi Lambda National, Inc. (Stroll Revitalization)
NPHC Winner: Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. And Black Mental Health Coalition (Find Your Ownlet)
PHA Winner: Kappa Kappa Gamma (Initiating a New Officer Structure)

Outstanding Marketing or Public Relations

IFC Winner: Delta Sigma Phi (Instagram and Alumni Newsletter)
IFC Winner: Sigma Phi Epsilon ("Raise Your Bar" Marketing Campaign)
MGC Winner: Alpha Psi Lambda National, Inc. (Founders Week Marketing)
MGC Winner: Lambda Theta Alpha Latin Sorority, Inc. (Social Media)
MGC Winner: Sigma Lambda Gamma National Sorority, Inc. (Instagram)
NPHC Winner: Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. (Social Media)
PHA Winner: Alpha Sigma Upsilon (Recruitment Social Media Campaign (Instagram))
PHA Winner: Pi Beta Phi (Sisterhood Video)
PHA Winner: Panhellenic Association (Monthly Newsletter)

Outstanding Chapter Leadership

IFC Winner: Delta Sigma Phi
MGC Winner: Delta Phi Lambda Sorority, Inc.
NPHC Winner: Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
PHA Winner: Tri Delta
Outstanding Board/ Council Officer

B&C Winner: Olivia Macleod (Greek Programming Board)
B&C Winner: Kimmara Yarbrough (Greek Programming Board)
IFC Winner: Christopher Higby (Interfraternity Council Board)
MGC Winner: Shakyla Azahra (Kappa Phi Lambda Sorority, Inc.)
MGC Winner: Andy Garcia (Lambda Phi Epsilon International Fraternity, Inc.)
NPHC Winner: Quentin Mallory II (Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.)
PHA Winner: Arielna Fonge (Panhellenic Association)

Outstanding SFL Involvement

MGC Winner: Juhi Rai (Delta Phi Lambda Sorority, Inc.)
NPHC Winner: Camryn Little (Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.)
PHA Winner: Arielna Fonge (Gamma Phi Beta)
PHA Winner: Anna Speeney (Kappa Kappa Gamma)

Outstanding University Involvement

B&C Winner: Kimmara Yarbrough (Greek Programming Board)
IFC Winner: Brian Ederer (Delta Sigma Phi)
IFC Winner: Lawrence Gonzales (Sigma Phi Epsilon)
MGC Winner: Lauren Gonzalez (Alpha Psi Lambda National, Inc.)
MGC Winner: Juhi Rai (Delta Phi Lambda Sorority, Inc.)
MGC Winner: Ivy Qian (Delta Phi Lambda Sorority, Inc.)
MGC Winner: Regina Loayza (Lambda Theta Alpha Latin Sorority, Inc.)
NPHC Winner: Madison Mason (Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.)
NPHC Winner: Destiny Thomas (Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.)
Outstanding New Member

B&C Winner: Avani Pham (Multicultural Greek Council)
IFC Winner: Max Martin (Triangle)
MGC Winner: Darwin Montano (Alpha Psi Lambda National, Inc.)
MGC Winner: Teja Guduri (Delta Phi Omega Sorority, Inc.)
NPHC Winner: Sydney Ligon (Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.)
NPHC Winner: Jeremiah Ratcliff (Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.)
PHA Winner: Brynn Delaney (Alpha Gamma Delta)
PHA Winner: Sara Newsome (Alpha Sigma Upsilon)
PHA Winner: Bella Findley (Alpha Xi Delta)
PHA Winner: Sophia Ross (Tri Delta)

Outstanding Facility Manager

IFC Winner: Zach Schubert (Kappa Delta Rho)
PHA Winner: Ellen Scherer (Kappa Kappa Gamma)

Fraternal Friendship

Winner: Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. and Alpha Psi Lambda National, Inc.
(Voices Unheard Townhall)
Winner: Delta Phi Lambda Sorority Inc., and Triangle (Selfcare Workshop)
Winner: Delta Zeta and Tau Kappa Epsilon (Haunts for Health)
Winner: Tri Delta and Kappa Delta Rho (DDD x KDR Carnival)

Outstanding Inter-National Headquarters

Winner: Kappa Delta Rho
Outstanding Campus Partner

Winner: Brandon Horton
Winner: Latine Student Success Center
Winner: Risk and Emergency Management

Buckeyethon Spirit

Winner: Theta Chi

Outstanding Service Initiative

IFC Winner: Sigma Phi Epsilon (Harvest Food Drive)
MGC Winner: Lambda Theta Alpha Latin Sorority, Inc. (Community Service with Proyecto Mariposa)
NPHC Winner: Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. (Penny Drive/Canned Food Drive)
PHA Winner: Tri Delta (Dog Toy Making)

Outstanding Philanthropic Initiative

IFC Winner: Sigma Chi (Clash for Cancer)
NPHC Winner: Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. (World AIDS Day Basketball Tournament)
PHA Winner: Gamma Phi Beta (Moonball Tournament 2023)

Outstanding Citizen

IFC Winner: Casey Welker (Delta Sigma Phi)
MGC Winner: Avani Pham (Delta Phi Lambda Sorority, Inc.)
NPHC Winner: Madison Kittrell (Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.)
PHA Winner: Jessica Lebowitz (Tri Delta)
Outstanding Graduate Chapter / Advisory Board

IFC Winner: Farmhouse (Alpha Tau Zeta Advisory Board)
NPHC Winner: Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. (Beta Omicron Sigma)

Outstanding Chapter Advisor

IFC Winner: Emily Wickham (Farmhouse)
MGC Winner: Jessica Vallejo (Alpha Psi Lambda National, Inc.)
NPHC Winner: Dr. Cassandra Williams (Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.)
PHA Winner: Christa Serluco (Tri Delta)

Chapter Advocate

MGC Winner: Jesse Fernandez (Alpha Psi Lambda National, Inc.)
PHA Winner: Shelly Schwartz (Alpha Xi Delta)

Outstanding House Director

IFC Winner: Conner Hicks (Delta Tau Delta)
PHA Winner: Sara Hart (Delta Zeta)

Outstanding House Corporation

IFC Winner: Beta Theta Pi
PHA Winner: Tri Delta
Excellence in Academic Development

IFC Winner: Delta Sigma Phi
MGC Winner: Delta Phi Lambda Sorority, Inc.
NPHC Winner: Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
PHA Winner: Alpha Phi

IFC Scholarship

Winner: Luke Peart (Alpha Gamma Rho)
Winner: Drew Haver (Theta Chi)
Winner: Davis Ocepek (Theta Chi)
Winner: Jack Stethem (Triangle)

Barbara J. Tootle Scholarship

Winner: Morgan Kaiser (Chi Omega)

Outstanding Academic Mentor

MGC Winner: Johana Coronado (Chapter)
PHA Winner: Caroline Dean (Delta Zeta)